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ቯতᢐઝݾՕᖂ ᛩቼՠ࿓ፖઝᖂઔߒࢬ ጚՓ ۞ࠐֽֆֽࠎ ิ९Εՠ࿓ஃ
ቯতᢐઝݾՕᖂ ᛩቼՠ࿓ፖઝᖂߓ ܗඒ ቯতᢐઝݾՕᖂ ᛩቼՠ࿓ፖઝᖂߓ Օᖂس
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چՀֽխܶڶᥳΕᙐຍԲႈढᔆਢॺൄཏሙऱΔᥳΕᙐڇֽ࿓ݧՂૉآ౨ݙ
Δֽ࣍ߓอխᄎທګპسढऱྗ९ፖسढᓂऱګݮΔࠌጥᒵॴႾΔڼ؆ᥳΕᙐ
ٍᄎֽխऱ塒ཻ૾܅වပԺΔല࣍ࠎֽழ֧ದาပऱ٦ۆፖۥ৫Ε౬࠺ംᠲ
ขسΖᥳΕᙐڇ堬ֽֽشᔆᑑᄷխऱࡳଖ։ܑ 0.30 ፖ 0.05 mg/L אՀΖءઔߒא
ཻڻᎨၪ(NaOCl)ΕᙐᎨሧ(KMnO4)Εጵٽ֏(MIOX)܂֏ᕪΔಾኙܶᥳΕ
ᙐֽΔ࣍լٵᖙ܂යٙՀၞ۩֏ᇢ᧭Δ٦ א0.45 μm ऱᜳᓂመៀࠀჸ SEM/EDS
ᨠኘᥳΕᙐ֏ढፖิګٝΖઔߒ࣠࿇ᥳΕᙐઌለհՀΔᥳऱ֏ֺለ୲࣐Δ֘
ᨠᙐऱ֏լ࣐Δ࠹ࠩ pH ଖᐙ່ՕΔpH 8.0 אՂኙ࣍ᙐऱ֏૿إڶய࣠Δᅝ
ᥳΕᙐ٥ֽ࣍ژழΔᙐऱװೈயመֽ࣍խᗑᙐழΔංྒྷᥳΕᙐ٥ֽ࣍ژ
ழΔᥳΕᙐขس٥ި૾ፖॵܮ֏ွࠐሒࠩᙐऱװೈΖࠌ شKMnO4 ֏ᕪழΔ
መऱףᢐၦᄎᖄીᙐऱྲྀ塒ᖺ৫ᏺףΔ אMIOX ܂֏ᕪழΔᕪၦ 5 mg/LΕpH
ଖ ڇ7.0~9.0Δ֘ᚨழၴᏁሒࠩ 30 ։ᤪאՂΔթ౨ᨃᥳΕᙐሒࠩऄᑑᄷհޣΖڇ
SEM/EDS ᨠྒྷៀՂऱިᖸढխ࿇Δᜳᓂ।૿ᙐ֏ढऱิڶࠏֺګᏺףհႨΔ
।ق֏ய࣠။ࠋΔڼ࣠Ոྲྀطױ塒ᙐᖺ৫ઌյٱᢞΖ
Abstract
It is a common phenomenon that the existence of iron and manganese in groundwater for
drinking water treatment. The iron and manganese will reduce disinfectant such as chlorine in water,
therefore, the bacteria and biofilm will regrow in the water distribution pipe system if the iron and
manganese were not treated properly in water treatment plant. As concentration of Fe and Mn in
water are excess, the water becomes red-brown, and probably blockade water pipes in water supply
system. In order to avoid these problems, the standards of drinking water quality in Taiwan are
extremely strict, Fe is less than 0.3 mg/L and Mn is less than 0.05 mg/ L.
In this study, NaOCl, KMnO4 and MIOX were used to perform oxidation test under different
operating conditions for two different iron and manganese concentrations source water. The
oxidation sample was filtrated with 0.45 μm membrane and permeate was measured. Solid on the
membrane from the iron and manganese oxidation was analyzed with SEM/EDS. The results show
that iron oxidation reaction is faster than manganese. The oxidation of manganese is strongly
correlated with pH. When pH value is higher than 8, the oxidation of manganese showed the positive
effect.
The manganese filtration removal efficiency is higher with the existence of iron than only
manganese in the source water. It is estimated that iron and manganese co-precipitation to enhance
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